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Abstract

The influence of hydrogen blending on the flashback limit of dihedral premixed laminar flames stabilized on a slit burner is inves-
tigated via two-dimensional direct numerical simulations with conjugate heat transfer and detailed chemistry. Flashback limits are
determined for CH4/H2/Air and C3H8/H2/Air mixtures with hydrogen contents ranging from 0 % to 100 % and varying fuel-to-air
ratios adjusted according to the iso–Tad and the iso–δT hybridization strategies. The analysis reveals the existence of two different
flashback regimes and a critical effective Lewis number for the fuel mixture, Lec = 0.5, controlling the switch from one regime
to the other. Simulations are also used to explore the dynamics of flames during flashback in these two regimes. They show that
for mixtures above the critical effective Lewis number, flashback is symmetric whereas for mixtures below the critical value, an
asymmetric flame propagation is observed through the burner slit. These results highlight the impact of preferential diffusion on
the stabilization mechanism of hydrogen fuel blends.
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Novelty and significance statement

1. Definition and application of hybridization strategies to
systematically study the effect of hydrogen enrichment and
mitigate the downsides of hydrogen admixture in conven-
tional fuels.

2. Observation of two flashback regimes and dynamics in H2-
enriched CH4/Air and C3H8/Air flames.

3. The volume- and diffusion-based effective Lewis number,
are found to be controlling parameters in the transition
from one flashback regime to the other. A critical value
Lec = 0.5 for the effective Lewis number defines the flash-
back tipping point and can be used to prevent abnormal
flashback.
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1. Introduction

There is a strong push towards the use of hydrogen as a low-
carbon fuel [1, 2], which can also act as a storage for excess
in renewable electricity production [3] via Power-to-Gas (PtG)
strategies [4, 5]. The use of pure hydrogen in combustion de-
vices usually requires the development of new burner designs
but it is also possible to blend it with conventional fuels, for

example via direct injection in Natural Gas (NG) pipelines [6].
It is generally accepted that hydrogen contents of up to 20% in
volume can be accommodated by the existing end-use systems
with minor adjustments [7]. A number of experimental studies
on the impact of hydrogen blending into NG for end-use ap-
plications have evaluated the performance of appliances such
as cook-top and oven burners under increasing hydrogen con-
tents [8, 9, 10, 11]. In these studies, flashback is found to be the
major limitation for hydrogen blending, which can damage the
system and is a major safety issue.

Domestic heating accounts for around 65% of final en-
ergy consumption of the residential sector in Europe [12, 13].
Premixed combustion systems such as condensing boilers are
widely employed for heating purposes. However, limiting the
hydrogen content to ∼ 20% in volume corresponds to a 7%
reduction of the CO2 emissions per energy unit, which does
not allow for a significant decarbonization. Broadening the ca-
pacity to accommodate hydrogen of the current domestic appli-
ances could not only boost the use of hydrogen as an energy
carrier but also yield a significant reduction of CO2 emissions.

The deployment of hydrogen requires laminar Fuel Flexible
Burners (FFB) that can operate safely and efficiently over a
wide range of hydrogen content in the fuel [14, 15]. FFB pose a
series of technical challenges that arise from the significant dif-
ferences in combustion properties between hydrogen and hy-
drocarbon fuels. First, hydrogen flames feature larger burn-
ing velocities and a broader flammability range [16]. More-
over, the difference between its thermal and mass diffusivity
makes lean hydrogen flames prone to thermo-diffusive instabil-
ities [17]. This affects the local burning rate and has a direct
impact on flame stabilization. In a recent experimental investi-
gation for two laminar premixed burners used in domestic con-
densing boilers [18], different flashback and blow-off regimes
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are reported depending on the hydrogen content and equiva-
lence ratio. The burner wall temperature is also found to be a
critical parameter. Finally, hydrogen blending significantly re-
duces the auto-ignition time [16, 19]. As a result, auto-ignition
induced flashback can occur as reported in [20].

The stabilization of premixed flames is mainly driven by the
ratio of the flame speed, S L, and the inlet bulk velocity, UB.
Outside of a given range, there is either flashback or blow-off.
Blending hydrogen into hydrocarbon fuels increases S L thereby
promoting flashback if UB is not increased. It has been ob-
served that hydrogen reduces the turn-down ratio (i.e. the ra-
tio between the maximal and the minimal operating power) of
most burners, which is a challenge for the development of FFB.
Consequently, there is a need for fundamental understanding
of flame stabilization mechanisms in premixed laminar burners
operating with fuel blends.

The seminal work of Lewis and Von Elbe [21] provides
the first flashback theory for premixed laminar conical flames.
When the diameter of the tube, D, is large compared to the
flame thermal thickness δT , the bulk velocity at flashback UF

B is
proportional to DS L/6δT . The work of Putnam and Jensen [22]
further extends the critical velocity gradient theory by account-
ing for the velocity profile and a parabolic flame speed distribu-
tion near the wall. The results are expressed in terms of Peclet
numbers for the jet (Pe j) and flame (Pe f ). Relations between
these two dimensionless numbers at flashback are provided for
two scenarios: fully (Pe f > 2) and non-fully (Pe f < 2) devel-
oped flame speed on the tube axis. The theoretical relations are
found to successfully collapse a large number of experimental
data for ethylene-air, acetylene-oxygen and NG-air mixtures.

The stabilization of laminar premixed flames anchored to
flame holders and bluff bodies has been addressed in a number
of recent experimental and numerical studies. In [23], the influ-
ence of the flame-holder radius on the anchoring mechanisms
at blow-off and flashback is analyzed. Several stabilization
regimes where reported and the presence of a recirculation zone
for large flame-holder radius was found to broaden the blow-
off limit. Vance et al. [24] identified heat losses, stretch and
preferential diffusion effects as the main mechanisms for flame
stabilization behind bluff bodies for H2-enriched methane-air
flames. The contribution of each mechanism to the anchoring
of the flame is evaluated via flame stretch theory, and the result-
ing model predicts the flame displacement velocity. Both [23]
and [24] compare the numerical results to experiments and re-
port good agreement.

In a numerical parametric study, Vance et al. [25] proposed
an improved model for flashback prediction in hydrogen-air
flames. It is first shown that the local stretch rate, K, at the
flame base correlates well with the near-wall velocity gradi-
ent, g. One can then estimate the local displacement speed
as S D = S L + gLM where LM is the Markstein length. Re-
placing S L by S D in the Lewis and Von Elbe model allows
the prediction of flashback for a large variety of cases includ-
ing equivalence ratio variations and different burner geometries.
The influence of the wall temperature on the flashback dynam-
ics for hydrogen enriched methane-air flames was analyzed by
Kıymaz et al. [26]. Flashback propensity is found to increase

with the burner wall temperature and hydrogen content of the
mixture. Finally, the work of Vance et al. [27] analyzes the ef-
fect of the fuel Lewis number on the stabilization mechanisms
of lean-limit laminar flames stabilized on a bluff body. Two dif-
ferent blow-off regimes are therein identified depending on the
fuel Lewis number.

With regard to the flashback mechanism, a number of ex-
perimental and numerical studies for boundary layer stabilized
flames and turbulent swirled burners have reported the pres-
ence of reverse flow regions upstream of the flame leading
edge [28, 29, 30]. The formation of these reverse flow pockets
questions the validity of the boundary layer flashback model
from [21], which is based on the hypothesis that the flame
does not affect the incoming flow. Overall, these backflow re-
gions are found to increase the flashback velocity. According to
Eichler and Sattelmayer [29], in the presence of stable reverse
flow pockets, the flashback limits is determined by the thermal
quenching of the reaction inside the backflow zone due to strain
and heat losses to the wall.

Despite this significant body of work, there is still a lack of
practical guidelines to evaluate how the power turn-down ra-
tio of a laminar burner varies as the hydrogen content in the
fuel is increased. The objective of this study is therefore to
provide a criterion that can predict a priori how the flashback
limit of a given laminar burner evolves with hydrogen content
depending on the original hydrocarbon admixture nature. First,
in Sec. 2, the reference flames and selected strategies for hydro-
gen addition are presented. Then Sec. 3 describes the numerical
methods and configuration and the main results are discussed in
Sec. 4.

2. Theoretical background: hybridization strategies

The considered fuel blend F, is a mixture of hydrogen and a
generic hydrocarbon fuel:

F = αH2 + (1 − α)CmHn, (1)

where α is the molar fraction of hydrogen in F. The global com-
bustion of F with air in lean conditions can be written:
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where ϕ is the equivalence ratio, a = 3.76 the molar ratio of
nitrogen to oxygen in air and ψ = m + n/4. It is also useful to
define the fraction of thermal power provided by hydrogen:

αP =
αWH2 QH2

αWH2 QH2 + (1 − α)WCmHn QCmHn

, (3)

where Wk and Qk denote the molar mass and the Lower Heat-
ing Value of fuel k, respectively. Incidentally, αP is also equal
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to the reduction in CO2 mass emissions obtained by replacing
the combustion of CmHn with the combustion of the hydrogen
enriched fuel blend F.

The addition of hydrogen in the fuel changes virtually all the
characteristics of the flame (speed, thickness, adiabatic temper-
ature, etc.) as well as the thermal power of the system. When α
is varied, one can simultaneously alter the equivalence ratio, ϕ,
in order to conserve some of these properties. The power can
be set independently via the total mass flow rate but one has to
bear in mind that this will affect the bulk flow velocity through
the burner, UB, and therefore the flashback limit.

Most domestic boilers powered with natural gas are designed
to operate at a roughly constant equivalence ratio over the
whole power range. However, in a context where the hydrogen
content in the fuel is imposed by external factors (e.g. drop in
the gas network, variable local hydrogen production), FFB may
need to modulate the air-to-fuel ratio to optimize combustion
over their whole operating range. In this context, a hybridiza-
tion strategy determines how the properties of the fresh mixture
are varied when hydrogen is added to the fuel. For a given ther-
mal power there is a single free parameter, which is the relation
between the equivalence ratio, ϕ, and the hydrogen content, αP.
The relation ϕ(αP) can be used to keep certain properties of
the flame or the system constant as the hydrogen content is in-
creased. Several options are considered:

• The adiabatic temperature Tad. Whether the system be a
heating device or an engine, the temperature of the burned
gases is a first-order parameter on the performance and ro-
bustness of the apparatus. One may wish to conserve this
quantity or at least to keep it bounded.

• The flame thermal thickness, here defined as δT = (Tad −

Tu)/max (∂T/∂x) [31]. It is a major parameter in all theo-
ries on flashback limits so one strategy would be to keep it
constant.

• The laminar burning velocity S L. In conventional flame
stabilization theories, its ratio with the bulk velocity drives
the flame length as well as flashback and blowout lim-
its [21].

The theory of Lewis and Von Elbe [21] states that the flashback
limit expressed in terms of UB/S L scales with the ratio D/δT .
According to this model, for an iso–S L hybridization strategy,
the ratio UB/S L at flashback would vary as the inverse of the
flame thermal thickness, δT . In contrast, at constant δT , the ratio
UB/S L should be constant. Therefore, in the iso–δT strategy,
deviations in the value of UB/S L at flashback shed light on the
influence of parameters that are not considered in the classical
flashback theory of Lewis and Von Elbe. Consequently, the iso–
δT and the iso–Tad strategies are considered in this work.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of Tad and δT versus ϕ
and αP for a one-dimensional unstretched adiabatic methane-
hydrogen-air laminar flame. These maps were generated us-
ing the Cantera software and an Analytically Reduced Chem-
istry (ARC) scheme presented in Sec. 3. Iso-lines are drawn
in Fig. 1, corresponding to the two considered hybridization

strategies labeled iso–Tad and iso–δT , respectively. While keep-
ing Tad constant yields modest variations in equivalence ratio,
keeping the flame thickness constant requires a strong reduction
of ϕ as H2 is added to the fuel mixture.
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Figure 1: Adiabatic flame temperature Tad and flame thermal thickness δT maps
for a one-dimensional premixed laminar flame of methane-hydrogen-air as a
function of the mixture global equivalence ratio, ϕ, and the hydrogen content
expressed as a power fraction, αP.

A reference operating condition ϕ0 = ϕ(αP = 0) should then
be chosen. Typical values for natural gas burners of domestic
boilers are in the range 0.7 < ϕ0 < 0.8 in order to keep NOx
emissions low. In this study, the chosen value is ϕ0 = 0.75
for propane. For methane, the value of ϕ0 is set so that the
adiabatic flame temperature is the same as that of propane. The
reference conditions and the associated flame characteristics are
summarized in Tab. 1.

Fuel ϕ0
δT

[µm]
S L

[cm s−1]
Tad

[K]

C3H8 0.750 482 26.20 1976
CH4 0.785 546 26.07 1979

Table 1: Properties of one-dimensional unstretched adiabatic C3H8 and CH4
flames at the reference operating point αP = 0.

Once this point has been chosen, one can extract from Fig. 1
the values of ϕ, Tad, S L and δT versus αP for the two hybridiza-
tion strategies investigated. Figure 2 presents the variation of
these quantities with the hydrogen content, αP, for C3H8 and
CH4. Regarding the evolution of ϕ and as anticipated from
Fig. 1, while the iso–Tad strategy does not yield a reduction
below ϕ = 0.7, the iso–δT requires the equivalence ratio to be
reduced as low as 0.45 for pure H2. Consequently, the adia-
batic flame temperature plunges by almost 500 K for the iso–δT

strategy. This strong variation will affect the burner tempera-
ture and consequently the flashback limits. Conversely, while
the flame speed is mildly increased in the iso–δT strategy, it is
multiplied by a factor 5 for the iso–Tad case between αP = 0
and αP = 1. This will surely directly alter the flashback limits.
Finally, the flame thermal thickness is reduced by a factor two
in the iso–Tad case.
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Figure 2: Evolution of equivalence ratio ϕ, laminar burning velocity S L, ther-
mal thickness δT and adiabatic flame temperature Tad versus hydrogen con-
tent αP for the two fuel blends under investigation CH4/H2 and C3H8/H2 and
the iso–Tad and the iso–δT hybridization strategies. • : iso–Tad – CH4;

■ : iso–δT – CH4; ◀ : iso–Tad – C3H8; ▶ : iso–δT – C3H8.

3. Numerical setup

Two-dimensional numerical simulations are now used to de-
termine the flashback limits of methane-hydrogen and propane-
hydrogen blends for increasing hydrogen content in a premixed
laminar burner. In this Section, the solvers, computational do-
main and numerical procedure are described.

3.1. Solvers and coupling strategy

The reacting flow is computed using the AVBP software
developed by Cerfacs, which solves the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations on unstructured meshes. Conjugate heat trans-
fer between the fluid and solid is accounted for via coupling
with the AVTP code, which solves the Fourier equation in the
solid. This allows accounting for the influence of the burner
temperature on the flame stabilization via the preheating of the
fresh gases. Radiative heat transfer is not considered in this
study. This may not be a strong limitation for domestic burners
but in some industrial applications, flames can be very sooty
and radiation has a strong contribution to the thermal state of
the system. Radiation from the solid remains as an overall loss,
which is unaccounted for. This implies that the burner tempera-
ture is overestimated in the present simulations, which therefore
represent a worse-case scenario in terms of flashback.

Both AVBP and AVTP solvers are unsteady and exchange
boundary conditions periodically. AVTP prescribes the solid
temperature while AVBP imposes the heat flux from the

gaseous phase. This strategy is known as Neumann-Dirichlet
coupling and the conditions for its stability are well known [32].
In this work, the objective is to compute steady states until
flashback so that the two codes can be de-synchronized in time.
This means that between two coupling events, due to the the
slow heat transfer controlled by diffusion in the solid phase,
the time advancement in the solid is much larger than that in
the fluid. This methodology has been extensively validated
and successfully applied to the complex case of a gas-turbine
blade [33]. More details about the numerics can be found in
Appendix A of the Supplementary Material.

3.2. Mesh and boundary conditions

The two-dimensional fluid domain depicted in Fig. 3 allows
the stabilization of a laminar flame on a thin slit, which is repre-
sentative of domestic boiler burners. The geometrical parame-
ters of the burner, namely the slit width d = 1 mm, the wall
length w = 1 mm and the wall thickness e = 0.5 mm are
kept constant. The total length of the fluid domain is 4h, with
h = d + w. Boundary conditions are set using the NSCBC for-
malism [34]. The velocity uin, temperature, Tin, and mixture
composition, Yk

in, are set at the inlet and the pressure pout is
imposed at the outlet section. No-slip boundary conditions are
applied on the inert solid surface. Finally, periodic boundary
conditions are applied to the sides. The inlet temperature is set
at Tin = 300 K and the outlet pressure is pout = 101325 Pa.

Figure 3: Sketch of the fluid domain, its geometrical parameters, and the ap-
plied boundary conditions.

The mesh characteristic size is 20 µm in the fluid and solid
domains. This resolution ensures a minimum of 14 points
within the flame thermal thickness in the worst case scenario,
i.e. the C3H8/H2 fuel blend, αP = 80% and iso–Tad strategy.
The ARC scheme developed in [35] was used to model the ki-
netics of methane-hydrogen and propane-hydrogen fuel blends.
It involves 22 transported species, 173 reactions and 12 species
in quasi-steady state.

3.3. Flashback limit determination

For a given hydrogen fraction αP, the equivalence ratio ϕ is
adjusted according to the fuel blend and the hybridization strat-
egy, which determines the reactants composition Yk

in. For each
mixture, a stationary flame at thermal equilibrium with the solid
wall is computed. Then, the inlet velocity is reduced in steps
corresponding to a decrease of the thermal power by 125 W/m.
The flashback limit of a given αP and ϕ is defined as the smallest
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power for which a steady flame can be obtained. This minimal
power is designated as flashback limit and denoted by P f .

4. Results and Discussion

This section is devoted to the analysis of the flames at the
flashback limit. Their structure is first examined in order to
identify the physical parameters driving the onset of flashback.
Then, the dynamics of the flame during flashback is presented.

4.1. Flame front structure
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Figure 4: Normalized heat-release rate for propane-hydrogen-air flames with
increasing hydrogen content αP.

Figure 4 shows the normalized fields of heat release rate at
the flashback limit, for H2-enriched propane-air flames in the
iso–Tad and iso–δT hybridization strategies. The heat release
rate ω̇T is normalized by the maximum value in the correspond-
ing one-dimensional unstretched adiabatic flame with the same
inlet conditions, ω̇0

T . All cases are labeled with the hydrogen

content αP and the equivalence ratio, ϕ. The corresponding fig-
ure for H2-enriched methane-air flames can be found in Ap-
pendix B of the Supplementary Material. Additionally, the
flame front is highlighted via a dotted line, defined as the co-
ordinates (x f , y f ) where:(

u · ∇ω̇T
)

x f , y f
= 0 (4)

In this expression, u and ω̇T denote the local velocity and heat
release rate respectively. In order to avoid a mathematical inde-
termination near the walls where the velocity is null, the dotted
line is stopped at 85% of ω̇0

T . This criterion is somewhat arbi-
trary but does not alter the following qualitative interpretation.
Finally, on each flame, the location of the maximum heat re-
lease rate is marked with a large filled circle.

In the iso–Tad strategy (Fig. 4(a)), the flame height at the
flashback limit is roughly constant until αP ∼ 40% but then
increases rapidly. There is a five-fold increase in flame height
between pure propane and pure hydrogen, which means that
flashback occurs at higher values of UB/S L. Now scrutinizing
the location of maximum heat release rate indicated by the large
filled circle, it is centered on the slit for αP < 40% and is dis-
placed to the side with higher hydrogen enrichment. Interest-
ingly, its height above the slit does not change much when αP is
increased, which is a somewhat unexpected feature. Regarding
the iso–δT strategy (Fig. 4(b)), the flame height at flashback first
decreases between αP = 0 and 20%, followed by a marginal in-
crease until αP = 60% and a steep increase. Variations in the
distance to the wall of the heat release maxima are slightly more
pronounced with respect to the the iso–Tad strategy but this is
primarily due to the initial decrease in the flame height for small
hydrogen enrichment.

The anchoring of the flame at the edge of the slit is now
discussed. Without hydrogen, the flame root is detached from
the wall by approximately one flame thickness but as αP is in-
creased, it re-attaches to the wall. This qualitative difference
can be partly attributed to the local enrichment discussed be-
low. The re-attachment occurs at different values of αP for the
two hybridization strategies: αP ≥ 40% in the iso–Tad case
(Fig. 4(a)) versus αP ≥ 80% for the iso–δT (Fig. 4(b)). This dif-
ference can be attributed to the reduction of the flame thickness
in the iso–Tad strategy, resulting in a reduction of the side-wall
quenching distance. The cases with methane shown in Fig. B.1
of the Supplementary Material display a similar trend.

An analysis of the spatial equivalence ratio distribution is in-
tended to shed light on the variations in flame height and heat
release rate distribution. The local equivalence ratio is com-
puted as in [27] via:

Φ =

(
ZC + ZH

ZO

) / (
ZC + ZH

ZO

)
st

(5)

where Zk denotes the atomic mass fraction of atom k and sub-
script ‘st’ stands for stoichiometric conditions. Figure 5 shows
the distribution of local equivalence ratio, normalized by the
inlet equivalence ratio, Φinlet, which highlights the local devia-
tions driven by thermodiffusive effects. The effect of hydrogen
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Figure 5: Local equivalence ratio, Φ, normalized by its inlet value for flames
with increasing hydrogen content, αP, for the iso–Tad hybridization strategy.

addition on methane and propane flames for the iso–Tad strat-
egy is presented in Fig. 5. The results are qualitatively similar
for the iso–δT case. For CH4 (cf. Fig. 5(a)), the fuel Lewis num-
ber at αP = 0 is unity so that the normalized local equivalence
ratio is roughly constant. As hydrogen is added, Φ reduces on
the centerline where the flame is curved towards the fresh gases
and increases at the flame base, which has the opposite curva-
ture. This is a typical effect for lean mixtures and is attributed
to the small Lewis number of hydrogen Le = 0.316 [36]. For
C3H8 (cf. Fig. 5(b)) the fuel Lewis number is Le = 1.884,
which causes a 20% increase in Φ near the centerline at αP = 0.
As the hydrogen content is increased, the effect is compen-
sated by its small Lewis number, with a turning point around
αP = 50%, which corresponds to the increase in flame height.
These results suggest that the driving mechanism for the alter-
ation of the flashback limit is the change in fuel Lewis number.

4.2. Modeling the flashback limit

Figure 6(a) depicts the evolution of the thermal power at
flashback versus αP for H2-enriched methane-air and propane-
air flames under the two hybridization strategies. This defines
the minimal operating power of the burner as a function of αP.
The iso–Tad strategy is discussed first. It is intended to maintain
the burnt gas temperature and, therefore, not to affect the ther-
modynamic cycle of the system as the hydrogen content of the
fuel is increased. However Fig. 6(a) shows that with this strat-
egy, the flashback power increases by an order of magnitude
when αP is varied from zero to one. This prevents the oper-
ation at low powers for high hydrogen-content and drastically
reduces the burner turn-down ratio, should the iso–Tad strategy
be chosen. Moving on to the iso–δT strategy, the power at flash-
back is roughly constant until αP = 0.6 but then increases by
up to a factor of 5. In the theoretical framework of Lewis and
Von Elbe [21], because the ratio D/δT is constant in the iso–δT

strategy, this would attribute the change in flashback limit to the
increase in flame speed.
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Figure 6: Evolution of the flashback limit for the different fuel blends and hy-
bridization strategies. • : CH4/H2 iso–Tad; ■ : CH4/H2 iso–δT ;

◀ : C3H8/H2 iso–Tad; ▶ : C3H8/H2 iso–δT .
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(a) Heat-release-rate averaged Eq. (6)
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Figure 7: Normalized bulk velocity versus effective Lewis number, at the flashback limit for different fuel blends and hybridization strategies. • : CH4/H2
iso–Tad; ■ : CH4/H2 iso–δT ; ◀ : C3H8/H2 iso–Tad; ▶ : C3H8/H2 iso–δT .

Overall, Fig. 6(a) shows that the hybridization strategy has
a great influence on the flashback limit and that it is similar
for both fuels. Because both strategies fail at preserving the
flashback limit, one must investigate the evolution of other pa-
rameters. In order to remove the influence of the flame speed,
the evolution of the normalized bulk velocity UB/S L versus αP

is presented in Fig. 6(b).
This ratio remains roughly constant until αP = 0.4 for the

iso–Tad strategy and αP = 0.6 for the iso–δT strategy. This is
similar to the observed evolution of the flame lengths in Fig. 4.
This result indicates that the theoretical framework of Lewis
and Von Elbe [21] remains valid for low hydrogen content but
as anticipated from Fig. 5, past a certain value of αP, local devi-
ations in equivalence ratio caused by non-unity Lewis number
affect the flashback limit.

A criterion for the deviation from the theory of Lewis and
Von Elbe, which would not depend on the hybridization strat-
egy is now sought. In the case of multi-fuel blends, vari-
ous effective-Lewis-number formulations have been proposed
to evaluate thermo-diffusive effects [37, 38, 39]. A formulation
based on the heat-release rate was proposed by Law et al. [37]:

Leq = 1 +
∑ f

i=1 qi(Lei − 1)∑ f
i=1 qi

(6)

where qi = QiY i
u/cpTu is the normalized heat-release rate, Qi

is the fuel lower heating value per mass unit, Y i
u is the i-fuel

mass fraction, cp is the specific heat capacity and Tu is the tem-
perature of the reactants. This formulation has been used for
example in the analyses conducted in [39, 40, 41, 42]. A sec-
ond formulation, based on a volume-weighted average was pro-
posed by Muppala et al. [38] and reads:

LeV =

f∑
i=1

xiLei (7)

where xi = Xi/
∑ f

i=1 Xi is the i-fuel volume fraction in the fuel

blend i = 1, . . . , f . Finally, a diffusion weighted formulation
was proposed by Dinkelacker et al. [39]:

LeD =
DT∑ f

i=1 xiDi, N2

(8)

where Di, N2 is the molecular diffusion coefficient of fuel species
i in N2. These formulations have been systematically compared
in various related works [43, 44, 39]. The volume-weighted
average proposed by Muppala et al. [38] was shown to be
well suited to describe the evolution of the Markstein length
for H2/CH4 and H2/C3H8 blends [43]. Dinkelacker et al.
[39] found that the diffusion based formulation, LeD, yielded
better predictions of the flame height in premixed turbulent
H2/CH4/Air flames for different pressure levels. Similarly, Zi-
touni et al. [44] reported that the diffusion-based formulation
was able to better capture stretch effects on spherical expand-
ing flames for hydrogen enriched CH4/Air mixtures.

The evolution of UB/S L at the flashback limit versus these
three formulations for the effective Lewis number is represented
in Fig. 7.

Regarding the heat-release-rate averaged formulation (cf.
Eq. 6), Fig. 7(a) shows that as Leq decreases, the flashback
limit is pushed to higher values of UB/S L but all fuels and hy-
bridization strategies have a different behavior. The volume-
averaged effective Lewis number deduced from Eq. (7) and
shown in Fig. 7(b) provides a good collapse of all the curves.
Above LeV ≳ 0.5 the flashback limit in terms of UB/S L is un-
changed but for LeV < 0.5, there is a strong increase in the
minimum value of UB/S L that can be sustained. Finally, the
diffusion-based formulation determined with Eq. (8) and pre-
sented in Fig. 7(c) achieves an even tighter collapse of all cases,
indicating that there might be some generality in the choice
of these variables. From a practical perspective, the value of
Le ≃ 0.5 for the volume-averaged or diffusion-based effective
Lewis number is a tipping point in the flashback behavior of
these flames.
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It was observed in Fig. 4 that the increase in flame length is
concomitant with the deviation of the location of maximum heat
release rate away from the symmetry axis of the flame. This
phenomenon is further studied in Fig. 8, which plots the dimen-
sionless transverse coordinate of the position of the heat release
rate maxima, y/d, versus LeD. As for the flashback limit, LeD

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
LeD

0.0

0.1
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0.3

0.4

0.5

y
/d

Figure 8: Evolution of the normalized lateral position of the maximum heat
release rate versus diffusion-based Lewis number, LeD, for all cases. • :
CH4/H2 iso–Tad; ■ : CH4/H2 iso–δT ; ◀ : C3H8/H2 iso–Tad; ▶ :
C3H8/H2 iso–δT .

is a variable that yields a collapse of the curves for all cases:
for LeD > 0.5, the maximum heat release rate is at the flame
tip while for LeD < 0.5 all cases bundle around y/d = 0.3.
Because the flow velocity decreases for increasing y/d and the
local equivalence ratio simultaneously increases (cf. Fig. 5),
this explains why flashback occurs at higher values of UB/S L

for these cases. This effect is quantified by computing the evo-
lution of the displacement speed, S D, along the flame front:

S D =
ρ

ρu
u · n, (9)

where n denotes the unit vector normal to the flame front and ρ
is the local density. The displacement speed, S D, is a measure
of the local mass consumption of the flame front [31]. Figure
9 shows the evolution of the displacement speed, S D, normal-
ized by the laminar burning velocity, S L, versus the dimension-
less transverse coordinate, 2y/d, for all hydrogen-methane-air
flames. For small hydrogen content, the profiles collapse and
the maxima is on the symmetry axis. Conversely, for suffi-
ciently high values of αP, the displacement speed of the flame
front develops a local maxima in the vicinity of the flame base.
This change in the mass consumption profile along the flame
front is responsible for the increase in flashback propensity
when the critical Lewis number is reached. Similar observa-
tions and conclusions can be drawn for the hydrogen-propane-
air flames as shown in Fig. B.2 of the Supplementary Material.

4.3. Flashback dynamics
This section is devoted to the analysis of the flame dynamics

during a flashback event. Flashback is the result of an unsta-
ble feedback loop between the solid, which heats up when the
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Figure 9: Evolution of the normalized displacement velocity S D/S L versus the
dimensionless transverse coordinate 2y/d for H2-enriched methane-air flames
in the iso–Tad (left) and the iso–δT (right) hybridization strategies. • :
αP = 0%; ■ : αP = 20%; ◀ : αP = 40%; ▶ : αP = 50%; × :
αP = 60%; + : αP = 80%; ⋆ : αP = 100%.

flame gets closer and the flame, which approaches the solid as it
heats up. In principle, the numerical simulation of a flashback
event would require the synchronization of the combustion and
heat transfer solvers [45]. On the one hand, the physical time of
this coupling scales with the characteristic time of heat diffusion
in the solid, which can be estimated as ts = e2/α ≃ 27.5 ms,
where α is the thermal diffusion coefficient of the solid and e is
the thickness of the wall. On the other hand, the flame propaga-
tion through the burner slit is a much faster phenomenon with
a time-scale of the order of t f = e/S L, which for the consid-
ered cases lies between 0.4 ≲ t f ≲ 2 ms. Consequently, there
is a clear separation of time scales allowing to assume that the
solid has a constant – yet nonuniform – temperature during the
flashback. Because it is also quite unlikely that the increase
in temperature of the burner while the flame is flashing back
would drastically affect its dynamics, with the intent to save
CPU time, the following procedure is chosen in this work. The
initial condition corresponds to the last stable flame that could
be obtained with desynchronized coupling, i.e. the flames pre-
sented in Sec. 4.1. The temperature of the solid wall is fixed
and the inlet velocity is progressively reduced until the flame
propagates upstream.

This methodology is now applied to two representative cases:
one below and one above the critical threshold of LeV = 0.5.
These flames are respectively αP = 20 % and αP = 60 %
for the CH4/H2 and the C3H8/H2 blends with the iso–Tad hy-
bridization strategy. Figure 10 shows the flame front dynamics
during flashback. In Fig. 10(a), the flame remains symmetric
during flashback and the fastest point is the flame tip, corre-
sponding to the location of the maximum heat-release rate when
LeV > 0.5 (cf. Fig. 8). However, as exemplified in Fig. 10(b),
when LeV < 0.5 there is a symmetry breaking and the fastest
point in the flame front lies now on the side, which is again
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(a) αP = 20 % (b) αP = 60 %

Figure 10: Flame front evolution during flashback for the CH4/H2 blends with
the iso–Tad hybridization strategy. Time step between snapshots is 1.01 ms in
a) and 0.45 ms in b).

consistent with the displacement of the location of maximum
heat-release rate for high hydrogen content. A similar behavior
is observed for the C3H8/H2 flames in Fig. B.3 presented in the
Supplementary Material.

Such breaking of symmetry in flame shape has already been
reported in numerical simulations [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. For ex-
ample in [46, 47], the stabilization of hydrogen-air flames in
micro and meso-scale channels with imposed wall temperature
profile was shown to be asymmetric for sufficiently large in-
let velocities. The transition is found to correspond to the for-
mation of two local maxima of H radical in the flame front.
In [48, 49, 50], it is shown that symmetry breaking for flames
propagating in narrow tubes allows them to burn more inten-
sively and makes them more robust to quenching.

5. Conclusion

A numerical study on the influence of hydrogen enrichment
on methane-air and propane-air flames has been performed.
First, the concept of hybridization strategy has been introduced
and various hybridization schemes have been considered to set
the fresh mixture composition. These strategies define how
the fuel-air ratio must be adjusted when the hydrogen content
in the fuel is varied in order to preserve the adiabatic flame
temperature or the flame thermal thickness. Secondly, two-
dimensional direct numerical simulations with conjugate heat
transfer have been used to determine the flashback limits of
hydrogen-enriched methane-air and propane-air flames in a pre-
mixed laminar burner for the two hybridization strategies.

Upon the determination of flashback limits, two different
flashback regimes have been identified as the hydrogen content

in the combustible admixture is varied. These two flashback
regimes are shown to be well correlated with the fuel effective
Lewis number based on the volume fraction, LeV , or the mass
diffusion coefficient, LeD. A critical effective Lewis number of
Lec = 0.5 is found to be the tipping point in the flashback limit
for all cases. For values above Lec the flashback velocity of the
flame scales with the laminar burning velocity and the maxi-
mum of heat release rate is located on the flame symmetry axis.
In contrast, for values below Lec the flame flashback velocity
does not scale with the laminar burning velocity and the UB/S L

ratio increases with the hydrogen content in the fuel. Besides,
the flame front features two symmetric local maxima of heat
release rate on the flame sides. These results indicate that flash-
back propensity of hydrogen flames is promoted by preferential
diffusion effects and not exclusively linked to their increased
flame speed.

Finally, the dynamics of flashback in these two regimes is
studied for two representative cases. The simulations reveal two
different possible flashback dynamics: a bulk symmetric flash-
back for low hydrogen contents and an asymmetric flashback
for high hydrogen contents.
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